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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present application claims priority to US
provisional patent application serial number 61/454,911,
filed March 21, 2011.
[0002] The present disclosure relates to a three
wheeled street worthy vehicle.
[0003] Three wheeled vehicles are known, for example
see US Patents 7,648,148 and 7,464,781.
[0004] The vehicles depicted therein are straddle type
vehicles. Side by side vehicles are also known; for ex-
ample, see the Campagna T-Rex and V-13R vehicles.
[0005] A three wheeled vehicle according to the pre-
amble of claim 1 is described in US 2009/224497.

SUMMARY

[0006] In an embodiment according to the present in-
vention, a three wheeled vehicle comprises a vehicle
frame; a front suspension coupled to the frame and com-
prising a left front suspension assembly, and a right front
suspension assembly. Front wheels are defined by a
front left wheel coupled to the left front suspension as-
sembly, and a right wheel coupled to the right front sus-
pension assembly. An engine is supported by the frame.
At least one seat is positioned rearward of the engine,
and a single rear wheel is coupled to the frame rearward
of the at least one seat. A first sprocket is coupled to the
single rear wheel, and a final drive member is drivingly
coupled to the engine, and supported by the frame. The
final drive member has a second sprocket coupled to the
first sprocket, the final drive member having an unlocked
positioned to the frame where the final drive member is
movable longitudinally relative to the frame and the real
wheel, and a locked position where the final drive mem-
ber is longitudinally fixed relative to the frame.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the three-wheeled
vehicle of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a side view of the vehicle of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the frame of the vehicle
of FIGS. 1 and 2;

FIG. 4 is an exploded view of a portion of the frame;

FIG. 5 is an underside perspective view of the front
frame portion;

FIG. 6 is an exploded view of the front frame portion;

FIG. 7 is a right rear perspective view of the frame;

FIG. 8 is a top view of the vehicle frame;

FIG. 9 is a left perspective view of the front left sus-
pension assembly;

FIG. 10 is an exploded view of the front left suspen-
sion assembly of FIG. 9;

FIG. 11 is an exploded view of the steering system
of the vehicle;

FIG. 12 is a right rear perspective view of the rear
wheel assembled to the vehicle frame;

FIG. 13 is an underside perspective view showing
the rear caliper;

FIG. 14 is a top view of the rear wheel of FIG. 12;

FIG. 15 is a partially fragmented, front perspective
view of the vehicle final drive;

FIG. 16 is an exploded view of the final drive of FIG.
15;

FIG. 17 is an exploded view showing the rear swing
arm exploded from the frame;

FIG. 18 is a view in the driver side seating compart-
ment;

FIG. 19 shows the area behind the driver’s seat;

FIG. 20 is a front view of the vehicle;

FIG. 21 shows a side view of the vehicle;

FIG. 22 is a perspective view of a three-wheeled ve-
hicle of a second embodiment according to the
present disclosure;

FIG. 23 is an underside view of the vehicle of FIG. 22;

FIG. 24 is a left front perspective view of the frame
for the vehicle of FIG. 22;

FIG. 25 is a right rear perspective view of the frame
of FIG. 24;

FIG. 26 is an exploded view of a portion of the frame
depicted in FIG. 24;

FIG. 27 is an exploded view of a portion of the front
frame depicted in FIG. 24;

FIG. 28 is a front perspective view, partially frag-
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mented, of the front, left suspension attached to the
frame of FIG. 24;

FIG. 29 is an exploded view of the suspension of
FIG. 28;

FIG. 30 is an enlarged and exploded view of the
alignment arms of the suspension of FIG. 29;

FIG. 31 shows an enlarged view of the rear swing
arm of the present vehicle;

FIG. 32 is an exploded view of the swing arm as-
sembly of FIG. 31;

FIG. 33 is an underside perspective view of the drive
train of the vehicle of FIG. 22;

FIG. 34 is an enlarged view of a portion of the final
drive mount;

FIG. 35 is an enlarged view of the rear swing arm;

FIG. 36 is a cross-sectional view through lines 36-36
of FIG. 31;

FIG. 37 is an underside perspective view of the drive
train as assembled to the frame;

FIG. 38 is a plan view of the power train installed in
the frame;

FIG. 39 is a rear perspective view of the frame and
power train of FIG. 38;

FIG. 40 is a side view of the frame and power train
of FIG. 38;

FIG. 41 shows a left front perspective view of the full
body portion of the vehicle of FIG. 1;

FIG. 42 shows a left rear perspective view similar to
that of FIG. 41;

FIG. 43 shows a right rear underside perspective
view of the body of FIGS. 41 and 42;

FIG. 44 shows the full body separated into front, rear
and center sections;

FIG. 45 is a left rear perspective view similar to that
of FIG. 44;

FIG. 46 shows an exploded view of the front body
portion;

FIG. 47 is a front left perspective view shown in an
exploded manner;

FIG. 48 is a left rear perspective view similar to that
of FIG. 47;

FIG. 49 is a front left perspective view of the rear
body portion;

FIG. 50 is a right rear perspective view of the rear
body portion;

FIG. 51 is a view similar to that of FIG. 49 showing
storage compartments;

FIG. 52 is a front perspective view of the rear frame
in partial fragmentation;

FIG. 53 is a rear perspective view of the rear frame
in partial fragmentation;

FIG. 54 is a front perspective view of the front frame
in partial fragmentation, with portions of the body as-
sembled;

FIG. 55 is a front perspective view of the front frame
in partial fragmentation;

FIG. 56 is a rear perspective view of a portion of the
body being assembled;

FIG. 57 is a rear perspective view of the portion of
the body being assembled, and various front light
pods;

FIG. 58 is a rear perspective view of the front frame
and hood in partial fragmentation;

FIG. 59 is a rear perspective view of the seat com-
partments with portions of the body assembled;

FIGS. 60-62 show various perspective views of the
seat installation; and

FIG. 63 shows an underside perspective view of the
hood positioned over a front of the frame.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] With reference first to FIGS. 1 and 2, a three-
wheeled vehicle is shown generally at 2. Vehicle 2 is
comprised of a frame 4 supported by front wheels 6 and
a single rear-wheel 8. Vehicle 2 is classified as a motor-
cycle that has side-by-side seating including a driver’s
seat 10 and a passenger’s seat 12. Vehicle 2 also in-
cludes a front body portion 14 including an air intake 16
for cooling purposes, as described herein.
[0009] With reference now to FIG. 3, the vehicle is
shown without the outer body portion 14 and rear body
portion 18 such that skeletal frame 4 is shown in greater
detail. Frame 4 is generally comprised of a front radiator
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frame portion 30, a front frame portion or bulkhead 32
and a tubular frame portion 34. As shown in FIG. 3, the
vehicle 2 further includes a front suspension system 40,
front steering system 42, rear final drive system 50, rear
suspension 52 and rear swing arm 54. With reference
now to FIG. 4, front frame portion 32 will be described in
greater detail.
[0010] As shown in FIG. 4, front frame portion 32 is
comprised of sidewalls 60 attached to front brackets or
plates 62, rear brackets or plates 64, top plates 66, lower
plates 68, gussets 70 and mounting platforms 72. The
two sidewalls are connected together by way of cross
tube 76. As also shown, a shock mount 78 is provided
on top plates 66 for mounting shocks as described herein.
As also shown, sidewalls 60 are in the form of steel plates
and have a plurality of openings 80 for mounting align-
ment arms or A-arms as described herein. As shown in
FIGS. 4 and 5, openings 80 are defined by a cut-out
through the sidewalls 60 and further include mounting
apertures 86 on opposite sides of the opening 80, as
further described herein.
[0011] With respect now to FIG. 6, front frame portion
32 is shown in its individual components. It should be
understood that front frame portion 32 is comprised of
individual component parts assembled into a unitary
weldment. Each of the individual parts include tabs or
slots for assembly of the components and for ease of
weldment. Just by way of example, sidewall 60 includes
tabs 90, 92 which cooperate with slots 94, 96 in rear plate
64 and mounting plate 72 includes tabs 98, 100 which
cooperate with slots 102, 104 respectively. As shown in
FIG. 4, radiator frame portion 30 is constructed in a similar
manner to that described in respect to front frame portion
32 and includes front plate 120 providing slots 122; side
plates 130 defining cut-outs 132; top plate 140; and bot-
tom plate 142.
[0012] With respect now to FIGS. 4, 7 and 8, tubular
frame portion 34 will be described in greater detail. With
respect first to FIG. 8, tubular frame 34 is comprised of
inner longitudinal tubes 150 and outer longitudinal tubes
152. The inner longitudinal tubes 150 are coupled togeth-
er through a cross tube 156 as shown best in FIGS. 4 or
8. Longitudinal tubes 150 and 152 are coupled together
by way of a triangular brace 160 (FIG. 4) where tubes
150 and 152 are connected to brace 160, for example
by way of a weldment. As shown best in FIGS. 4 and 7,
tubular frame 34 further includes tubes 166 attached to
triangular brace 160 at a front end thereof and to a cross
tube 170 at a rear end thereof. Cross tube 170 is con-
nected to lower tubes 152 by way of an upright brace 174.
[0013] As shown best in FIG. 7, tubular frame 34 further
comprises intersecting cross tubes 176 and 178 where
cross tube 176 is attached to cross tube 170 and to lon-
gitudinal tube 152 and cross tube 178 is attached at a
lower end to longitudinal tube 152 and extends rearward-
ly to a rear cross brace 180. Rear uprights 190 extend
upwardly from longitudinal tubes 152 to cross brace 180.
With respect now to FIGS. 7 and 8, a rear mount portion

200 will be described in greater detail. Mount 200 in-
cludes a cross tube 202 and diagonal tube 204 forming
a triangular frame with tube 206. Tubes 208 extend di-
agonally rearwardly to a rear plate 210, and a transverse
plate 212 is mounted relative to plate 210 for mounting
of final drive as described herein. A top plate 214 is pro-
vided with a rear diagonal tube 216 extending from top
plate 214 to cross brace 180.
[0014] As shown best in FIGS. 9 and 10, suspension
40 will be described in greater detail. As shown, suspen-
sion 40 is comprised of upper alignment arm 220 and
lower alignment arm 222. Each of the alignment arms
220 has inner ends attached to the sidewall 60; and to
that end upper alignment arm 220 includes couplings 224
comprised of a fixed portion 226 for attachment to the
sidewall 60 and pivotal portions 228 allowing alignment
arm 220 to pivot relative to sidewall 60. Lower alignment
arm 222 includes couplings 230 having fixed portions
232 attached to sidewall 60 and pivotal portions 234 al-
lowing alignment arm 222 to pivot relative to sidewall 60.
It should be apparent that pivotal portions 228 of cou-
plings 224 and pivotal portions 234 of couplings 230 are
cylindrical in shape and are received within openings 80.
Meanwhile fixed portions 226 and 232 of the couplings
may be fixed to the sidewall by way of a fastener through
the fixed portion and through openings 86 (See FIG. 5).
[0015] Upper alignment arm 220 and lower alignment
arm 222 further include outer ends for connection to a
wheel hub 250. With respect to Fig. 10, upper alignment
arm 220 includes a bracket 252 for attachment to an up-
per joint 254, and lower alignment arm 222 includes a
ball joint 256 for attachment to a lower bracket 258 of
wheel hub 250. As shown, wheel hub 250 also includes
brake disc 260 and caliper 262 as in known in the art.
With reference still to FIGS. 9 and 10, a shock absorber
270 is positioned at an upper end connected to shock
mount 78 and at a lower end connected to mount portion
272 (Fig. 10) of lower alignment arm 222. The installed
position of shock 270 is shown in FIG. 9. Suspension
system 40 further includes a torsion bar 280, as best
shown in FIG. 9 including a transverse bar portion 282
spanning front frame portion 32 and pivotally connected
to front plate portions 62 by way of brackets 284. Torsion
bar 280 further includes torsion arms 290 which are at-
tached to lower alignment arms 222 by way of a link 292.
[0016] With respect now to FIGS. 9 and 11, steering
system 42 will be described in greater detail. As shown,
steering system 42 includes a rack and pinion system
300 secured to a bracket 302 which in turn is securable
to cross tube 76. As shown, rack and pinion steering sys-
tem 300 includes an input 301 from a steering rod (not
shown) which operates steering rack 304, which in turn
is connected to steering rods 306. It should be appreci-
ated that the rack and pinion steering system includes a
pinion portion which would move the rack 304 either right-
wardly or leftwardly as viewed in FIG. 11 to move steering
rods 306, which ultimately turns front wheels 6. As shown
best in FIG. 9, steering rods 306 are attached to wheel
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hubs by way of ball joint 308. As shown, bracket 302
includes mounting hardware 310 insertable into aperture
312 of cross tube 76 for mounting bracket 302 thereto.
As shown, rack and pinion steering system 300 is mount-
able to cross tube 76 with the rack and steering rods 306
extending through sidewall 60, that is, through openings
such as 310, see FIG 10. Although the steering system
disclosed is a rack and pinion, an electronic power steer-
ing system could be incorporated herein. An exemplary
power steering system is disclosed in U.S. patent appli-
cation Ser. No. 12/135,107 (US Publication
20090302590 and corresponding PCT application
PCT/US09/42985).
[0017] Although not specifically shown, vehicle 2 an-
ticipates having an engine in the form of an automotive
style engine, for example a GM 2.4L Ecotec LE5 (P/N
12619532) or equivalent, with a complementary manual
transmission, such as an Aisin AR5 MA5 (P/N
24240205), where engine and transmission are directly
coupled to each other. It is also anticipated that engine
is directly attached by way of engine mounts to mounting
plates 72 (FIG. 4). Thus as shown in FIG. 4, the upstand-
ing sidewalls 60 define an engine receiving area inter-
mediate to sidewalls 60 and the sidewalls 60 also define
suspension mounts on the outside of the sidewalls 60.
The engine is placed in the vehicle at a position where
the vehicle is the widest.
[0018] With respect again to FIGS. 3 and 4, it should
be appreciated that frame sub assemblies 30, 32 and 34
may be assembled together to provide support for the
engine, transmission, suspension and steering assem-
bly. As shown in FIG. 4, frame portion 30 may be coupled
directly to front plates 62 by way of fastener members
which allows for the clearance of torsion bar 280 by way
of slots 122 and cut out portions 132. It also should be
clear that the frame portion 30, once attached to the front
plate 62, rigidifies the sidewalls 60 for the overall assem-
bly. Meanwhile front frame portion 32 may be attached
to the tubular frame 34 by way of fasteners through ap-
ertures such as 320 or 322 (see FIGS. 4 and 5) and
through bushings such as 330 (FIG. 4) on the front face
of plate 160. Bushings 330 could be standoffs directly
applied to the front face 160 such as steel washers pro-
viding a tight face-to-face engagement between the front
frame portion 32 and the bushings 330 and bushings 330
and the triangular plate 160.
[0019] With respect to FIG. 3, frame 4 includes a tunnel
portion 340 flanking longitudinal tubes 150 and which
transitions from front to back to include a top plate 342
and sidewalls 344. Tunnel 340 is positioned rearward of
engine mounts 72 and would partially receive a trans-
mission which is attached to the engine referred to above.
Frame 4 includes a rear tunnel portion 350 rearward of
tunnel portion 340 and forward of final drive 50. It should
be appreciated that tunnel portions 340 and 350 provide
an access tunnel for a driveshaft between the transmis-
sion and final drive 50, and tunnel portions 340 and 350
are somewhat spaced apart to provide an opening 360

for a transmission shift lever.
[0020] With reference now to FIGS. 12-14, rear wheel
8 is generally shown rotatively mounted to swingarm 54.
As shown, swingarm 54 is pivotally mounted to rear
mounting portion 200, final drive 50 is poised for driving
wheel 8 through sprocket 380 and shock absorber 52 is
shown in position between cross brace 180 and rear
swingarm 54. As shown best in FIGS. 12 and 13, caliper
382 is directly attached to the swingarm 54.
[0021] With reference now to FIGS. 15 and 16, final
drive 50 will be described in greater detail. As shown final
drive 50 includes an input universal joint 400 operating
an input shaft 401 which transitions rotatable motion
about longitudinal axis L into an output rotation to sprock-
et 402 about transverse axis T. As shown, final drive 50
includes an outer housing 404 having mounting portions
406 which mount to intermediate plate 408 through ap-
ertures such as 410. Meanwhile mounting plate 408
mounts to transverse plate 212 (FIG. 16) with apertures
410 aligning with apertures 412 in transverse plate 212.
Universal coupling 400 is also splined such that coupling
400 is movable relative to shaft 401. This allows the cou-
pling 400 to be fixedly attached to a driveshaft (that is a
drive shaft between transmission and final drive unit 50),
and final drive 50 may be moved forward and rearward,
moving sprocket 402 forward and rearwardly. A belt (not
shown) will be positioned about sprockets 380 and 402
to drive wheel 8. Thus, as final drive is movable, the belt
may be tightened by moving the final drive 50 forwardly.
[0022] With respect now to FIG. 17, rear swing arm 54
includes front pivot joints 420 which are pivotally attached
to brackets 430 which in turn mount to mounting plate
210 by way of fasteners through the apertures as shown.
This allows swing arm 54 to be pivotally mounted relative
to the tubular frame 34. Swing arm 54 further includes a
mounting bracket 436 and cross brace 180 includes a
bracket 438 for mounting the ends of shock absorber 52
thereto. Finally, swing arm 54 includes a mounting aper-
ture at 440 for mounting rear wheel 8 as is known in the
art.
[0023] With respect to ergonomics, and with reference
to FIG. 18, the driver’s compartment is shown. As de-
signed the steering wheel 450 and the shifter 452 are
positioned in the same plane to prevent excess hand
movement. Also a passenger grab bar 454 is provided.
Furthermore, the intersecting cross tubes 176, 178 (see
FIG. 7) creates a low point 456, which is conveniently
positioned at a longitudinal location for the driver and
passenger to step into the vehicle. From a storage stand-
point, the driver’s seat will pivot forward to allow storage
behind the seat in the area shown as 458 in FIG. 19. As
shown in FIG. 20, the vehicle 2 will also have roll bars
460 over the driver’s and passenger’s seats, and a hood
462 which opens for engine access.
[0024] Other features of the vehicle are shown in FIG.
21. For example, the battery 470 is shown behind the
passenger’s seat to account for a heavier driver, or the
absence of a passenger, to equalize the center of gravity.
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Also the muffler 472 is positioned in the front of the ve-
hicle, but projected rearwardly and downwardly.
[0025] With reference now to Figures 22 through 62
second embodiment of the vehicle is shown. With refer-
ence first to FIGS. 22 and 23, a three-wheeled vehicle is
shown generally at 502. Vehicle 502 is comprised of a
frame 504 supported by front wheels 506 and a single
rear-wheel 508. Vehicle 502 is classified as a motorcycle
that has side-by-side seating including a driver’s seat 510
and a passenger’s seat 512. Vehicle 502 also includes
a front body portion 514 including an air intake 516 for
cooling purposes, as described herein. Vehicle 502 fur-
ther includes a rear body portion 518, a center body por-
tion 520 and a windshield 522.
[0026] With reference now to FIGS. 23 and 24, frame
504 is generally comprised of a front frame portion or
bulkhead 532 and a tubular frame portion 534. Vehicle
502 further includes a front suspension system 540, front
steering system 542, rear final drive system 550, rear
suspension 552 and rear swing arm 554. As shown, ve-
hicle 502 includes a powertrain comprised of an engine
556 and a transmission 558. With reference now to FIG.
24, frame 504 will be described in greater detail.
[0027] As shown in FIGS. 23-25, frame portion 504 is
comprised of main frame tubes 560 which extend a sub-
stantial length of frame 504. Outer tubes 562 extend gen-
erally longitudinally relative to tubes 560 and connect to
tubes 560 by way of tube portions 564. Front tubes 570
extend rearwardly and connect to tube portions 564.
Cross braces 572 (FIG. 24), 574 (FIG. 25), 576 (FIG. 25),
and 578 (FIG. 25) extend between and structurally inter-
connect tubes 560 and 562. Upstanding tube portions
580 extend upwardly from tubes 562 and support an up-
per cross tube 582. Tubes 586 and 588 extend forwardly
from cross tube 582. A frame front side wall 590 is defined
by plate members 592 and 594 positioned in a substan-
tially co-planer manner and coupled to frame tubes 570
and 586. Plate members 592 and 594 define a mounting
structure for front suspension as described further herein.
[0028] Rear upstanding frame tubes 600 (FIG. 24) sup-
port rear cross tubes 602, 604. Frame tubes 610 (FIG.
25) extend from cross tubes 602, 604 and extend for-
wardly and downwardly to frame tube 562. Frame tubes
612, 614 extend in an intersecting manner between cross
tube 582 and frame tube 562. Rearwardly extending
tubes 620 extend from cross tube 582 to a mid-section
of the vehicle where tubes 620 transition into portions
622 (FIG. 26) which extend generally parallel in both a
horizontal and longitudinal direction. Tube portions 622
and uprights 624, 626, together with channel portions
628, 630 define a tunnel 632 for a driveshaft as further
described herein. Tube portions 622 thereafter extend
rearwardly and outwardly at portions 634 and support a
fuel tank platform portion at 636 as described further
herein.
[0029] With reference to FIGS. 25-27, other compo-
nents of the frame 504 are shown. Frame tubes 638 at-
tach a final drive mount generally shown at 640 to channel

578, and a shock mount is shown at 642; both of which
are described in greater detail herein. A battery support
platform 644 is positioned behind the driver’s seat, as
best shown in FIG. 26. Engine mounts 650 (FIG. 27) back
up to and are coupled to the plates 594 alongside edges
652 and top edge 654. Frame 504 further includes trans-
mission mount 658 and clutch pedal mount 660.
[0030] With reference to FIG. 27, plate members 592
and 594 are coupled to lower tubes 570 and upper tubes
586. Plate member 592 includes lower edge 662 and
upper edge 664 that are coplanar with planar portions
666. Plate member 592 further includes side edges 668
and side flap 670. Side flap 670 defines a lower edge
672 positioned behind tube 570 and an upper edge 674
positioned behind tube 586. In a like manner, plate mem-
ber 594 includes lower edge 682 and upper edge 684
that are coplanar with planar portions 686. Plate member
594 further includes side edge 688 and side flap 690.
Side flap 690 defines a lower edge 692 positioned behind
tube 570 and an upper edge 694 positioned behind tube
586. Other aspects of the frame components will be de-
scribed in further detail herein. In addition, other features
of the frame will be described as it relates to other vehicle
components. With the frame as described above, the
front suspension 540 will be described in greater detail.
[0031] As shown best in FIGS. 28-30, suspension 540
will be described in greater detail. As shown in FIG. 29,
front frame portion 532 has openings 700, 702 for mount-
ing alignment arms or A-arms as described herein. As
shown, openings 700 are defined by a cut-out through
the plates 666 and 686 and further include mounting ap-
ertures 704 on opposite sides of the openings 700, as
further described herein. Openings 702 are defined by a
cut-out through the plates 666 and 686 and further in-
clude mounting apertures 706 on opposite sides of the
openings 702, as further described herein.
[0032] As shown, suspension 540 is also comprised
of upper alignment arms 720 and lower alignment arms
722. Each of the alignment arms 720 has inner ends at-
tached to the sidewall 590; and to that end, and with
respect to FIG. 30, upper alignment arm 720 includes
couplings 724 comprised of a fixed portion 726 for at-
tachment to the sidewall 590 and pivotal portions 728
allowing alignment arms 720 to pivot relative to sidewall
590. Lower alignment arm 722 includes couplings 730
having fixed portions 732 attached to sidewall 590 and
pivotal portions 734 allowing alignment arms 722 to pivot
relative to sidewall 590. It should be apparent that pivotal
portions 728 of couplings 724 are cylindrical in shape
and are received within openings 700, and that pivotal
portions 734 of couplings 730 are received within open-
ings 702. Meanwhile fixed portions 726 and 732 of the
couplings may be fixed to the sidewall 590 by way of a
fastener through the fixed portions 726 and 732 and
through apertures 704 and 706. As shown best in FIGS.
23, 29 and 30, lower alignment arm 722 includes a de-
fined buckle point 736, which collapses before damaging
the sidewalls 590, in the event of a significant impact to
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one of the front wheels 506.
[0033] Upper alignment arm 720 and lower alignment
arm 722 further include outer ends for connection to a
wheel hub 750. With respect to Fig. 30, upper alignment
arm 720 includes a coupling 752 for attachment to an
upper joint 754, and lower alignment arm 722 includes a
coupling 756 for attachment to a lower joint 758 of wheel
hub 750. As shown, wheel hub 750 also includes brake
disc 760 and caliper 762 as in known in the art. With
reference to FIG. 29, a shock absorber 770 is positioned
at an upper end connected to shock mount 778 and at a
lower end connected to mount portion 772 of lower align-
ment arm 722.
[0034] Suspension system 540 further includes a tor-
sion bar 780, as best shown in FIGS 28 and 29, having
a transverse bar portion 782 and rearwardly extending
arms 784. Arms 784 are coupled to brackets 790 by way
of link arms 786, which couples the torsion bar 780 to
the lower alignment arm 722. Torsion bar 780 is coupled
to frame 504 by way of clips 792, which in turn are coupled
to brackets 794 of frame 504 (FIG. 29). Arms 784 may
move upwardly and downwardly with lower alignment
arm 722 and the transverse bar portion may rotate within
the clips 792.
[0035] With respect now to FIGS. 28 and 29, steering
system 542 will be described in greater detail. As shown,
steering system 542 includes a rack and pinion system
800 secured to a bracket 802 (FIGS. 27 and 28). As
shown, rack and pinion steering system 800 includes an
input from a steering post (not shown) which in turn is
connected to steering rods 806. It should be appreciated
that the rack and pinion steering system includes a pinion
portion which would move the rack either rightwardly or
leftwardly as viewed in FIG. 29 to move steering rods
806, which ultimately turns front wheels 506. As shown
best in FIG. 29, steering rods 806 are attached to wheel
hubs 750 by way of a ball joint 808 coupled to joint 810.
As shown, rack and pinion system 800 is mountable to
frame 504 with the steering rods 806 extending through
sidewall 590, that is, through openings such as 810, see
FIG 28. Although the steering system disclosed is a rack
and pinion, an electronic power steering system could
be incorporated herein. An exemplary power steering
system is disclosed in U.S. patent application Ser. No.
12/135,107 (US Publication 20090302590 and corre-
sponding PCT application PCT/US09/42985).
[0036] With reference now to FIGS. 31-33, rear wheel
508 is generally shown rotatively mounted to swing arm
554. As shown, swing arm 554 is pivotally mounted to
final drive mount 640, final drive 550 is poised for driving
wheel 508 through sprocket 850 and shock absorber 852
as shown in position between cross brace 604 and rear
swing arm 554.
[0037] With reference now to FIG. 33, final drive 550
will be described in greater detail. As shown, final drive
550 includes an input universal joint 860 operating an
input shaft on final drive 550. The universal joint 860 is
splined with the input shaft to allow longitudinal move-

ment of the final drive 550 relative to the universal joint
860, as further described herein. Thus rotational input to
universal joint 860 about axis L causes an output rotation
to sprocket 862 about axis T. As shown, final drive 550
includes an outer housing 864 having mounting portions
866 which mount to final drive mount 640 as shown in
FIG. 32.
[0038] With respect now to FIG. 32, rear swing arm
554 includes front pivot joints 880 and 882 which are
pivotally attached to extension 870 and to final drive
mount 640 by way of fasteners 894, 896 through the ap-
ertures 898, 900 as shown. As shown fastener 894 is a
shaft in the form of an elongate stud and fastener 896 is
a nut. This allows swing arm 554 to be pivotally mounted
relative to the tubular frame 534. Swing arm 554 further
includes a mounting bracket 902 for mounting the end of
shock absorber 852 thereto. Finally, swing arm 554 in-
cludes a rear axle housing 904 having an axle therein
which is attached to wheel hub 906 for mounting rear
wheel 508 at one end, and sprocket 850 at the opposite
end. Mounting ears 908 extend from the axle housing.
[0039] As assembled, and as shown in FIG. 31, brake
caliper 912 is directly attached to the swing arm 554 by
attachment to mounting ears 908. A belt 910 is entrained
about sprockets 850 and 862 to transfer torque from the
engine to the wheel 508. Thus swing arm 554 may pivot
about pivot joints 880 and 882 but through the rear sus-
pension system of shock absorber 852.
[0040] With reference now to FIG. 34, final drive mount
640 is partially comprised of a casting 911 having a plate
portion 913 with an upper triangular extension 914 ex-
tending from a top edge of plate 913 and a lower triangular
plate 916 extending from a lower edge of plate 913. Upper
extension 914 includes a semi-cylindrical receiving mem-
ber 920 whereas extension 916 includes a semi-cylindri-
cal receiving portion 922. As shown, semi-cylindrical re-
ceiving portion 920 receives the rear portion of frame
tube 634 and semi-cylindrical receiving portion 922 re-
ceives a rear end of frame tube 638. As also shown,
casting 911 includes a semi-cylindrical receiving portion
930 on an inner side thereof to receive a rear end of frame
tube 560. It should be appreciated that the connection of
frame tubes 560, 634 and 638 could be by way of fas-
teners, adhesives, rivets, welding or a combination there-
of. It should also be appreciated that the connection of
the frame tubes in triangulation with the casting 911 in-
creases the rigidity of casting 911 and the frame 504 in
general. Casting 911 further includes an aperture at 932
to receive sprocket 862 (FIG. 32) therethrough and slot-
ted apertures at 934. An annular raised section 936 sur-
rounds aperture 900. As shown in FIG. 32, final drive
mount 640 further includes wall 940 opposed to wall 913.
[0041] With reference now to FIGS. 35 and 36, swing
arm 554 is shown in greater detail. In particular, front
couplings 880 and 882 are shown in greater detail as
including inner bearings 950 and 952, respectively. Bear-
ing 950 includes a bearing portion 954 which extends
beyond end face 956 and a bearing portion 958 which
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extends beyond end face 960 (FIG. 36). Meanwhile,
bearing 952 includes an inner face 962 extending inward-
ly beyond end face 970 of coupling 882 and includes a
tubular portion 972 extending beyond outer end face 974.
Meanwhile, bearing 950 includes a through opening 980
and bearing 952 includes a through opening 981. Stud
894 includes threaded portion 982, shoulder 984 and
threaded portion 986 (FIG. 32). Thus as described below,
the combination of swing arm 554, final drive 550 and
final drive mount 640 combine together to both rigidify
the final drive and its connection to the frame as well as
allow for the easy adjustment and tightening of belt 910.
[0042] More particularly, and with reference to Figure
36, coupling 880 is positionable such that bearing portion
958 of bearing 950 abuts shoulder 984 on stud 894 and
portion 954 of bearing 950 abuts an end 987 of the ex-
tension 870 of final drive housing. On the opposite end,
extension 870 of final drive housing has an end 989 in
abutment with an inner annular portion 988. Bearing inner
face 962 abuts outer annular portion 936. To assemble
the swing arm 554 to the final drive mount 640, the swing
arm 554 is positioned with apertures 980 and 981 (FIG.
35) in alignment with the slotted opening 872, and stud
894 is inserted from the left hand side as viewed in FIG.
36 to position stud through aperture 898. Stud 894 is
inserted through the final drive housing and the end of
stud 894 protrudes through tubular portion 972 of bearing
952. Portion 982 of stud 894 is threaded and threadably
engages with threads of aperture 898. Fastener 896 is
then threaded on to the threaded end 986 of stud 894.
[0043] Thus in the partially assembled position, fasten-
er 896 is received and partially tightened to hold the swing
arm in position. At the same time, fasteners such as 980
(FIG. 32) may be received through slotted apertures 934
(FIG. 34) and received in the final drive housing 864 as
shown best in FIG. 32. Thus with fasteners 896 and 980
partially tightened, final drive 550 may be moved relative
to final drive mount 640 forwardly and rearwardly in a
longitudinal direction due to both the slotted apertures
934 and elongate aperture 872, and the splined universal
joint 860. Thus to position belt 910 over sprockets 850
and 862, final drive 550 is moved to a position furthest
rearwardly, shortening the center distance between
sprockets 850, 862 and belt 910 is positioned over
sprockets 850 and 862. Thereafter final drive is moved
forwardly to a position where belt 910 is taught and the
fasteners 896 and 980 are tightened, to position final
drive in a fixed position relative to final drive mount 640.
[0044] Also, given the structure as defined above, the
clamp load in the axle helps to stiffen the final drive mount
640 for the final drive 550 and the stiffness of the final
drive 550 is used to stiffen the mounting of the swing arm.
The final drive mount 640 is stiffened because as the
fastener 896 is torqued, a clamp load is created in the
stud 894. This loads bearing sleeve 972 into cast wall
913, which in turn contacts the extension section 870 of
final drive 550. The extension section 870 loads the bear-
ing portions 954, 958 of bearing 950, which are trapped

against shoulder 984 (FIG. 32) of stud 894. Stud 894 is
threaded into wall 940 which stiffens the walls 913, 940.
[0045] As mentioned above, vehicle 502 has an engine
556 in the form of an automotive style engine, for example
a GM 2.4L Ecotec LE5 (P/N 12619532) or equivalent,
with a complementary manual transmission 558, such
as an Aisin AR5 MA5 (P/N 24240205), where engine 556
and transmission 558 are directly coupled to each other,
as shown in FIG. 33. It is also anticipated that engine 556
is directly attached by way of resilient mounts 990 (FIG.
33) to engine mounts 650 (FIG. 37). Thus as shown in
FIG. 37, the upstanding sidewalls 590 define an engine
receiving area intermediate the sidewalls 590 and the
sidewalls 590 also define suspension mounts on the out-
side of the sidewalls 590. The engine is placed in the
vehicle at a position where the vehicle is the widest.
[0046] With reference now to FIGS. 38-40, the engine
and transmission 556, 558 are shown in an installed po-
sition in frame 504. As shown, engine 556 and transmis-
sion 558 are positioned rearwardly to the extent possible
to centralize the center of gravity of the vehicle. In order
to further centralize the center of gravity, fuel tank 994
and battery 996 are positioned behind the driver’s posi-
tion and outside of the operator’s compartment as shown
in FIG. 39. Fuel lines 998 are positioned on top of channel
portions 628 (FIG. 26) and 630.
[0047] Thus as shown in FIG. 40, the center of gravity
of the vehicle represented as CGv is shown relative to
the center of gravity of the rider’s CGR where CGv is at
a position X where X is a range of approximately 30-40%
of the vehicle wheelbase W. In the embodiment shown,
W equals 105 inches. As shown, CGr is rearwardly of
CGv as well as slightly above CGv.
[0048] With respect now to FIGS. 41-51, the body of
the vehicle will be described in greater detail. As shown
in FIGS. 41-46, the entirety of the body is shown including
the front portion 514, rear portion 518 and center portion
520. As shown in FIG. 44, these components separate
into the three general sections yet each of these sections
includes plural parts. For example, as shown in FIG. 46,
front body portion 514 is comprised of a hood 1000, right
and left side wings 1002, 1004 and a front lower spoiler
1006.
[0049] With reference now to FIGS. 47 and 48, the mid-
body portion 520 is shown which generally includes a
center console 1010, floor board portions 1012, 1014,
driver’s foot compartment 1016, passenger’s foot com-
partment 1018 and dashboard 1020. Accent pieces
1022, 1024 and 1026 are also provided. As shown, center
console section 1010 includes a front left edge 1030, a
trailing edge 1032, lower edges 1034 and 1036 and a
front right edge 1038. Floor board portion 1012 includes
a front edge 1040, rear edge 1042, left edge 1044 and
right edge 1046. Right floor board 1014 includes front
edge 1050, rear edge 1052, left edge 1054 and right edge
1056. It should be appreciated then that console section
1010 is received over frame tubes 620 (FIG. 24) including
tube portions 622. Moreover, it should be appreciated
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that floor board portions 1012 and 1014 align with the
center console section 1010 such that left edge 1034
corresponds with right edge 1046 of floorboard 1012, and
that right edge 1036 corresponds with left edge 1054 of
floorboard 1014.
[0050] Console 1010 also corresponds with foot com-
partments 1016, 1018. Driver foot compartment 1016 in-
cludes lower right edge 1062, lower left edge 1064 and
rear edge 1066. Passenger foot compartment 1018 in-
cludes lower edge 1072, left rear edge 1074 and right
rear edge 1076. Thus it should be appreciated that the
front edges 1030, 1038 correspond with rear edges 1066,
1074, respectively while front edge 1040 of floor board
1012 extends into driver foot compartment 1016 with
edges 1062, 1064 overlapping with edges 1046, 1044,
respectively. In a similar manner, edge 1072 of foot com-
partment 1018 aligns with front edge 1050 of floorboard
1014 such that all the overlapping seams between the
engine compartment and the driver compartment are
sealed.
[0051] With respect now to FIGS. 48-51, it should be
appreciated that rear edge 1032 of center console 1010
aligns with front edge 1080 (FIG. 49) of rear body portion
518; that rear edge 1042 of floorboard 1012 aligns with
front edge 1084 of rear body portion 518; and that rear
edge 1052 of floorboard 1014 aligns with front edge 1082
of rear body portion 518. As shown in FIGS. 49 and 51
rear body portion 518 also includes access doors 1086
and 1088 behind the driver and passenger seats to ac-
cess storage compartments 1090 and 1092 as shown in
FIG. 51.
[0052] FIGS. 52 and 53 show rear frame portion 1100
and rear head protectors 1102 and 1104. Rear frame
tubes 602, 604 have upper and lower plates 1110, 1112
and rear frame portion 1100 includes frame tubes 1114
and 1116, having at their leading ends apertures 1118
which correspond with apertures 1120. As shown in FIG.
53, each of the leading ends of frame tubes 1114, 1116
are positioned between the plates 1110, 1112, and pro-
tection members 1102, 1104 are positioned above plates
1110 with feet 1130 corresponding with plates 1110, and
fasteners are received through feet 1130, plates 1110,
1112 and through frame tubes 1114, 1116. Frame tube
1134 attaches to the rear of frame 504 to rigidify frame
member 1110. With the frame 504 and body components
514, 518 and 520 described, the attachment of the body
components 514, 518 and 520 to the frame 504 will now
be described.
[0053] With reference now to FIG. 54, side rings 1002
and 1004 are shown attached to the side of frame 504,
adjacent a front thereof. With reference now to FIG.
55-57, a front frame section 1150 is shown having an
upper tube 1152 and a lower tube 1154. Upper tube 1152
includes a center frame portion 1156 which is parallel
with a lower section 1158. Sections 1156 and 1158 are
held in a parallel manner by frame portions 1160 having
rear extension members 1162. Extension members 1162
include rear open brackets 1164 which receive therein

frame tube portion 1166. Extension portions 1162 and
frame tube 1166 are together received in receiving brack-
ets 1170 extending from the front of frame 504. Frame
tube 1152 includes outer extension portions 1170 having
brackets 1172. Lower frame tube 1154 includes exten-
sion portions 1176 having brackets 1178. As shown in
FIG. 56, lower spoiler is shown from an under side view
showing lower frame tube 1154 conforming to an inner
surface of spoiler 1006 whereby the spoiler 1006 may be
attached to lower frame tube 1154 at a plurality of posi-
tions by way of fasteners as is know in the art.
[0054] As shown in FIG. 57, a center light pod 1184 is
shown attached to brackets 1186. Left and right light pods
1188 are attached to tube extensions 1170. Turn signals
1190 and 1192 are attached to brackets 1172. Thus for
applications in the U.S., light pod 1184 would be the
headlights with light pods 1188 being similar to daytime
running lights. For international applications, light pod
1184 would be removed and replaced with a body panel
with one or more of the lights in light pods 1188 being
the head lights. Lights in light pods 1188 could alterna-
tively be high and low beam lights.
[0055] With reference now to FIG. 56 and 58, a hood
latch 1200 is shown attached to frame tube 1152. Latch
1200 is comprised of a bracket 1202 and a latch member
1204. A catch 1206 is attached to a bottom of hood 1000.
As shown in FIG. 58, a four-bar linkage mechanism 1208
is comprised of a bracket 1210, link arms 1212, 1214,
and an end bracket 1216. Ends of link arms 1212, 1214
are attached to bracket 1210 and to end bracket 1216.
Bracket 1210 is attached to frame portion 1160 while
bracket 1216 is attached to a bottom of hood 1000. An-
other latch, similar to 1200 and catch 1206 is positioned
rearwardly of latch 1200 (not shown) on the rearward
part of hood 1000 such that two catches and two latches
are in latched condition when the hood is completely
down. When the latches are released, releasing the
catches 1206, the hood 1000 rotates upwardly and away
from the front of the vehicle (in a clock-wise sense as
viewed in FIG. 58) and away from the lights and lower
spoiler 1006.
[0056] With reference now to FIG. 59, center console
1010 is shown in position over the center frame tubes
620, and left floor board 1012 and driver feet compart-
ment 1016 is shown in position. Hood 1020 conforms
over cross tube 582 and forms a transition with center
console 1010. As shown in FIG. 58, dashboard 1020
shows opening 1220 which exposes ends 1222 of cross
tube 582. In this manner, rear view mirrors (not shown)
may be attached to frame 504 by way of fasteners
through the rear view mirrors and engaging with brackets
1222. Alternatively, an overhead structure in the way of
a roof or other canopy, such as a roll cage, can be at-
tached to frame 504 by connection to brackets 1222 in
the front, and by removing members 1102, 1104 (FIG.
52) and attaching the accessory roof to the top of plates
1110.
[0057] With reference now to FIGS. 60-62, driver seat
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510 and passenger 512 are shown exploded away from
channels 576 and 578. Driver seat 510 is shown including
lower rails having front feet 1230 and rear feet 1232 which
may be attached to apertures 1234, 1236, respectively,
in the channels 576, 578. In a similar manner, passenger
seat 512 includes a front foot 1240 and a rear foot 1242
attachable to front apertures 1244 and rear bracket 1246,
respectively. Locating pin 1250 is positionable in aperture
1252 to locate the seat relative to channels 576, 578.
FIG. 62 shows seats 510, 512 in the fully installed posi-
tion. As shown best in FIG. 62, a groove 1260 is defined
in the seat bottoms of seats 510 and 512 and a groove
1262 is defined in the seat backs of seats 510 and 512.
This allows cooling air to reach the drivers back for cool-
ing.
[0058] With reference to FIG. 63, the frame 504 in-
cludes a plurality of hooks 1270 positioned on the frame,
and the underside of the hood includes an inner layer
1272 having a plurality of pockets 1274 extending down-
wardly therefrom. Each of the pockets includes a rear-
wardly extending edge 1276, which aligns with a forward-
ly face edge 1278 on hooks 1274. The hooks 1270 are
spaced slightly rearwardly of the pockets 1274 for clear-
ance, but prevent unintended movement of the hood
1000 relative to the frame 504.
[0059] Many other features of the vehicles 2 or 502 are
also possible. First, while it was discussed that the motive
source was an engine, that is an internal combustion en-
gine, the motive source could be powered in any manner.
For example, the power source could be a hybrid engine,
or battery powered, or any other power source contem-
plated. Also the steering was described as rack and pin-
ion; the steering could be electronic power steering. It is
also anticipated that the vehicle will have several elec-
tronic features, namely:
[0060] ABS: Antilock Brake System. This system will
modulate brake pressure during brake events to prevent
excessive wheel slip.
[0061] TCS: Traction Control System. This system will
prevent excessive rear wheel slip during acceleration
events by modulation of engine throttle and/or brake.
[0062] MSR: System prevents excessive rear wheel
slip during events that lock the rear wheel on a slippery
surface when a lower gear is engaged or load is abruptly
changed. This is accomplished by engine throttle mod-
ulation.
[0063] EBD: Electronic Brake Distribution. Brake pres-
sure will be modulated to keep rear wheel slip at same
level as front.
[0064] VSC: Vehicle Stability Control. In a cornering
event if the yaw rate of the vehicle exceeds an expected
value based on steering wheel angle and vehicle speed,
the throttle will be modulated and outside front brake ap-
plied to keep the vehicle traveling in the intended direc-
tion.
[0065] In that regard, vehicle 2 or 502 has an electronic
stability control system which includes a wheel speed
sensor at each of the two front wheels and one at the

single rear wheel, a steering angle sensor, a multi-axis
sensor in the form of yaw rate and acceleration, and an
electronic control unit and/or engine control module for
operation of the vehicle. Communication between the
various sensors and the engine could be by way of a
CAN network bus, which could follow the J1939 protocol.
[0066] In particular the electronic stability control pro-
vides correction to the vehicle in the condition of over
steering. In an over steering condition, the front wheels
are turned inwardly to a curve to steer at a radius which
is smaller than what can be handled given the speed of
the vehicle. In this case the yaw velocity is too large and
the rear axle slides outwardly away from the curve. In
this case, stabilization is made by brake intervention at
the curve outer front wheel, most likely the outer front
wheel. The stability control unit detects vehicle deviation
from the intended vehicle course, which sends a torque
request to the engine control module to reduce engine
torque, which is typically done through a throttle control.
[0067] While this invention has been described as hav-
ing an exemplary design, the present invention may be
further modified within the scope the appended claims.

Claims

1. A three wheeled vehicle (502), comprising:

a vehicle frame (504);
a front suspension (540) coupled to the frame
comprising a left front suspension assembly,
and a right front suspension assembly;
front wheels (506), defined by a front left wheel
coupled to the left front suspension assembly,
and a right wheel coupled to the right front sus-
pension assembly;
an engine (556) supported by the frame;
at least one seat (510, 512) positioned rearward
of the engine;
a single rear wheel (508) coupled to the frame
rearward of the at least one seat;
a first sprocket (850) coupled to the single rear
wheel; and
a final drive member (550) drivingly coupled to
the engine, and supported by the frame, the final
drive member having a second sprocket (862)
coupled to the first sprocket, characterized by
the final drive member having an unlocked po-
sitioned where the final drive member is mova-
ble longitudinally relative to the frame and the
real wheel, and a locked position where the final
drive member is longitudinally fixed relative to
the frame.

2. The vehicle of claim 1, wherein the rear wheel is
coupled to a rear swing arm (554) and the rear swing
arm is coupled to the frame.
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3. The vehicle of claim 2, wherein the rear swing arm
and the final drive member are coupled to the frame.

4. The vehicle of claim 2 or 3, wherein the final drive
member is movably coupled relative to the rear swing
arm.

5. The vehicle of any of claims 2-4, wherein the rear
swing arm and the final drive member are coupled
about a line transverse to a vehicle longitudinal axis.

6. The vehicle of any of claims 1-5, further comprising
a drive shaft coupling the engine and final drive mem-
ber.

7. The vehicle of claim 6, wherein the drive shaft and
final drive member are rotationally fixed, and longi-
tudinally movable, relative to each other.

8. The vehicle of claim 7, wherein the drive shaft and
final drive member are rotationally fixed by way of
longitudinally extending splines.

Patentansprüche

1. Dreirädrige Vorrichtung (502), die Folgendes um-
fasst:

einen Fahrzeugrahmen (504);
eine vordere Aufhängung (540), die an den Rah-
men gekoppelt ist und eine linke vordere Auf-
hängungsbaugruppe und eine rechte vordere
Aufhängungsbaugruppe umfasst;
Vorderräder (506), die durch ein linkes Vorder-
rad, das an die linke vordere Aufhängungsbau-
gruppe gekoppelt ist, und ein rechtes Rad defi-
niert sind, das an die rechte vordere Aufhän-
gungsbaugruppe gekoppelt ist;
einen Motor (556), der durch den Rahmen ge-
tragen wird;
mindestens einen Sitz (510, 512), der hinter dem
Motor positioniert ist;
ein einziges Hinterrad (508), das an den Rah-
men hinter dem mindestens einen Sitz gekop-
pelt ist;
ein erstes Antriebsrad (850), das an das einzige
Hinterrad gekoppelt ist; und
ein Letztes Antriebselement (550) in Antriebs-
kopplung mit dem Motor, das durch den Rah-
men getragen wird, wobei das Letzte Antriebse-
lement ein zweites Antriebsrad (862) aufweist,
das an das erste Antriebsrad gekoppelt ist, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Letzte An-
triebselement eine nicht gesperrte Position auf-
weist, in der das Letzte Antriebselement in
Längsrichtung in Bezug zu dem Rahmen und
dem Hinterrad bewegt werden kann, und eine

gesperrte Position aufweist, in der das Letzte
Antriebselement in Längsrichtung in Bezug zum
Rahmen fest ist.

2. Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Hinterrad an
einen hinteren Schwenkarm (554) gekoppelt ist und
der hintere Schwenkarm an den Rahmen gekoppelt
ist.

3. Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 2, wobei der hintere
Schwenkarm und das Letzte Antriebselement an
den Rahmen gekoppelt sind.

4. Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei das Letzte
Antriebselement in Bezug zum hinteren Schwen-
karm beweglich gekoppelt ist.

5. Fahrzeug nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, wobei
der hintere Schwenkarm und das Letzte Antriebse-
lement um eine Linie herum gekoppelt sind, die quer
zu einer Längsachse des Fahrzeugs verläuft.

6. Fahrzeug nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, das
ferner eine Antriebswelle umfasst, die den Motor und
das Letzte Antriebselement koppelt.

7. Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Antriebswelle
und das Letzte Antriebselement drehfest und in
Längsrichtung in Bezug zueinander beweglich sind.

8. Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Antriebswelle
und das Letzte Antriebselement mittels sich in
Längsrichtung erstreckender Schiebekeile drehfest
sind.

Revendications

1. Véhicule à trois roues (502), comprenant :

un cadre de véhicule (504) ;
une suspension avant (540) couplée au cadre
comprenant un ensemble de suspension avant
gauche et un ensemble de suspension avant
droit ;
des roues avant (506) définies par une roue
avant gauche couplée à l’ensemble de suspen-
sion avant gauche, et une roue droite couplée
à l’ensemble de suspension avant droit ;
un moteur (556) supporté par le cadre ;
au moins un siège (510, 512) positionné à l’ar-
rière du moteur ;
une seule roue arrière (508) couplée au cadre
à l’arrière du au moins un siège ;
une première roue dentée (850) couplée à la
seule roue arrière ; et
un élément d’entraînement final (550) couplé
par entraînement au moteur et supporté par le
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cadre, l’élément d’entraînement final ayant une
seconde roue dentée (862) couplée à la premiè-
re roue dentée, caractérisé par l’élément d’en-
traînement final ayant une position débloquée à
l’endroit où l’élément d’entraînement final est
longitudinalement mobile par rapport au cadre
et à la roue arrière, et une position bloquée à
l’endroit où l’élément d’entraînement final est
longitudinalement fixe par rapport au cadre.

2. Véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la roue
arrière est couplée à un bras oscillant arrière (554)
et le bras oscillant arrière est couplé au cadre.

3. Véhicule selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le bras
oscillant arrière et l’élément d’entraînement final
sont couplés au cadre.

4. Véhicule selon la revendication 2 ou 3, dans lequel
l’élément d’entraînement final est couplé de manière
mobile par rapport au bras oscillant arrière.

5. Véhicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications
2 à 4, dans lequel le bras oscillant arrière et l’élément
d’entraînement final sont couplés autour d’une ligne
transversale par rapport à un axe longitudinal de vé-
hicule.

6. Véhicule selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, comprenant en outre un arbre d’entraînement
couplant le moteur et l’élément d’entraînement final.

7. Véhicule selon la revendication 6, dans lequel l’arbre
d’entraînement et l’élément d’entraînement final
sont fixes en rotation et longitudinalement mobiles
l’un par rapport à l’autre.

8. Véhicule selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’arbre
d’entraînement et l’élément d’entraînement final
sont fixes en rotation au moyen de cannelures
s’étendant longitudinalement.
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